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(Cl. 226-82) 36 Claims. 

This invention relates to a process for sealing 
packages and also to that class of machines 
known as sealing machines, and relates particu 
larly to a process of and machines for the vac 
uumizing and sealing of packages comprising 
containers and suitable closures or caps there 
for. 
In the packaging of many products, such as 

edibles and the like, it is necessary to seal the 
packages heremetically and desirable usually to 
remove as much air as is commercially possible 
prior to sealing. To express the reduction of air 
content of the containers, which'does not neces 
sarily mean complete removal, the word “vac 
uumizing” has been used in the art, and the 
method of sealing including such a step has also 
conveniently been called “vacuum-sealing.” 
Herein both of these terms are used to indicate 
reduction of the air content of the containers to 
provide a subatmospheric pressure within her 
metically sealed packages. 
One previously known method of vacuum-seal 

ing is dependent upon sealing a container in a 
hot vapor or gaseous atmosphere to which the 
container, its contents, and the closure to be af 
?xed have been subjected, whereupon cooling the 
package produces a subatmospheric pressure 
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therein. It is to this manner of vacuumizing and ' 
sealing, and to the apparatus therefor, that this 
invention relates. 
For a method of vacuum-sealing to be success 

ful commercially it must be rapid and capable of 
producing uniformly sealed packages. The best 
known application of the method of vacuum-seal 
ing in a hot vapor atmosphere is characterized 
by applying and sealing a closure upon a con 
tainer during the movement of the container 
through the atmosphere, and immediately there 
after cooling the package suiiiciently to create a 
subatmospheric pressure therein. Transfer of 
the closure to the container within the hot vapor 
atmosphere has heretofore been thought neces 
sary in a method characterized by progressive 
movement in order to subject the closure and 

_ head space in the container above its contents to 
sterilizing conditions, and to entrap some of the 
atmosphere to secure a satisfactory reduction of 
pressure upon cooling. To accomplish the trans 
fer under such conditions the cap feed or trans 
fer mechanism has been positioned in the hot 
vapor atmosphere which is usually steam. Or 
dinarily, the cap feed mechanism is the part of 
the equipment most likely to need adjustment 
and repair, and the foregoing operating condi 
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vent immediate detection of failure, and upon 
failure to cause undesirable delay before repairs 
are possible because of the heated condition of 
the mechanism. ‘ 

An object of this invention‘ he the provision of 
a method and of an apparatus for vacuum-seal 
ing that has the rapidity and accuracy necessary 
commercially without the inherent disadvantages 
‘of the prior applications of vacuumizing by means 
of a suitable atmosphere. 
An additional object of this invention is in the 

provision of a method and apparatus by which a 
cap resting loosely upon a container is presented 
to a hot vapor atmosphere within the sealing 
apparatus and lifted to admit the hot vapor with 
out use of cap-clasping or other mechanically 
operated cap lifting devices within the said at 
mosphere. 
Another object of this invention is the pro 

vision of such method and apparatus that the 
vacuum-sealing of a container presented with ‘a 
closure resting loosely thereon is carried out dur 
ing the progressive movement, and preferably 
the continuous movement, of the container and 
closure through a vacuumizing atmosphere. 
A further object of this invention is the pro 

vision of such method and apparatus that a cap 
resting loosely upon the container when the lat 
ter is presented is raised su?iciently during the 
forward movement of both to admit~ the vacuum 
izing atmosphere into the head space between 
the cap and container contents before the seal 
ing operation begins in order both to sterilize the 
cap and container and to displace sufficient air 
from the head space to produce a subatmospheric 
pressure within the sealed package upon cooling. 
These and additional objects and advantages 

hereinafter set forth, or readily apparent to those 
skilled in the art, will be fully understood when 
considered in the light of the detailed description 
of the accompanying drawings, in which, 

Fig. 1 is a‘plan view of a sealing machine em 
bodying this invention; 

Fig. 2 is a side elevational view of the machine 
with several of the parts shown diagrammati 
cally; ‘ 

Fig. 3 is a vertical sectional view, on an en 
larged scale, taken ‘on the line III-III of Fig. 1; 

Fig. 4 is a vertical sectional view taken on the 
line IV-IV of Fig. 3; 

Fig. 5 is a vertical sectional view taken on the 
line V-V of Fig. 3; ' 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are views illustrating various 
' stages of ‘operation upon the caps and contain 

tions are likely to be detrimental thereto, to pre- 55 ers; - 
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Fig. 9 is a longitudinal sectional elevational 

view similar to Fig. 3, but showing a modi?cation 
thereof; . . i - 

Fig. 10 is a longitudinal sectional view showing 
a modi?ed hood ‘structure which may be em 
ployed in the steam chest‘ of Fig. 1 to effect seal 
ing of a container; ' 

Fig. 11 is a view taken on the line XI—XI of 
Fig. 10; and 

Fig. 12 is a view taken on the line xii-x11 of ' 
Fig. 10. _ 
In general, the preferred practice of this in 

vention is characterized by carrying a container 
to be sealed and having a cap in contact there 
with through a hot vapor or gaseous atmos 
phere, such for example as that provided by 
steam, raising the cap to admit the atmosphere 
between the cap and container, and thereafter 
sealing the package without interruption of its 
progressive movement. More speci?cally with 
respect to displacement of the closure cap rela 
tive to the container, the method includes suit 
ably directed application of the hot vapor or 
gas creating the vacuumizing atmosphere to lift 

, the cap su?iciently to admit such atmosphere. 
It will be understood that the terms "closure” 

and “cap" as used herein are identical in mean 
ing and further that they embrace all elements 
of cap structure, such for instance as sealing 
liners or gaskets. 
The apparatus of this invention includes 

means for continuously moving containers with 
caps loosely seated thereon. into and through a 
suitable vacuumizing atmosphere, means for re 
leasing the gas or vapor forming the atmosphere 
and directing the same to raise the closure cap 
from the container, means for limiting the dis 
placement of the cap relative to the container, 
and means for hermetically sealing the cap 
upon the container during the continuous move 
ment of both cap and container through the 
hot atmosphere. 
In the apparatus shown by way of illustration 

in Figs. 1 to 8 of the drawings, a horizontally 
extended housing or chest I having its ends open 
su?iciently to permit passage of the containers 
through the housing is secured, as by tie rods 2, 
to an elongated trough-like base 3 which is pref 
ferably supported at a convenient height by 
standards 4. Journalled in each end of the base 
3 are shafts 5 which carry sprocket wheels 6 
meshing with the link connections ‘I of an end 
less slat-conveyor 8 which is horizontally sup 
ported along its upper run by rails 9 attached to 
the base 3. ‘ 
As shown more clearly in Figs. 3, 4 and 5, the 

upper run of the conveyor travels through the 
lower portion of the chest I, and above the con 
veyor a hood Ill is adjustably suspended from 
the top of the chest by means of a pair of sup 
porting screws H which are secured in a man 
ner hereinafter described. To maintain the 
hood ID in alignment with the base 3 and the 
conveyor 8, the hood has outwardly extending 
bosses l2 through which the tie rods 2 pass. 
Shafts l3 are journalled in the hood l0 near the 
ends thereof and carry sprockets M which mesh 
with link connections l5 of a second endless 
slat-conveyor It‘. A portion of the lower run 
of the conveyor l6, as shown in the left-hand 
portion of Fig. 3, is supported horizontally in 
parallelism with the conveyor 8 upon longi 
tudinally extending rails H. The rails l‘! are 
secured to the lower edges of the side walls of 
the hood [0 in spaced relation to inwardly pro 
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ions diameters. 
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jecting ?anges Ila formed on the side walls 
of the hood. The spaced rails l1 and the ?anges 
I‘Ia form slideways into which the ends. of the 
slats of the conveyor l6 extend to preventver~ 
tical shifting of the slats. Below the rails and 
‘parallel therewith are a pair of laterally spaced 
conduits l8, that'are provided with straps for 
attachment to the hood I0 by means of bolts 
20 which extend through elongated slots in the 
straps so as to permit adjustment of the con 
duit spacing to accommodate containers .of var 

Each conduit is provided with 
a series of ori?ces 2| adapted to release small 
upwardly directed jets or ‘streams of hot vapor 
or gas in opposing directions. 
Rearwardly of the inner ends of the rails II, 

the aforementioned parallel 'portion of the lower 
run of the conveyor I6 is yieldably urged or de 
pressed downwardly by means of a hold-down 
cradle indicated generally by the numeral 22 to 
form a pressure-,sealing device for the containers 
and caps. The hold-down cradle is suspended 
between the upper and lower runs of the con 
veyor l6 by means of two pairs of arms 23. One 
pair-of arms 23 is journalled upon the end shaft 
l3 near the exit end of the chest I and the other 
pair is journalled upon a shaft 24 carried by the 
hood l0 intermediate the end shafts l3. The 

. arms 23‘ are maintained in substantially a hori 
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zontal position by two tie members or plates 25 
which are carried by shafts 26, each of which is 
journalled in the inner ends of a pair of the 
arms. 
The tie plates 25 are laterally spaced at their 

forward ends by a large roll 21 and at their 
rear ends by a spacer sleeve 28. The roll 21 is 
suitably recessed to clear the link connections 
l5 of the conveyor l6 and is rotatably mounted 
on the forward shaft 26 to depress or de?ect the 
lower run of the conveyor l6 as it leaves the ends 
of the rails IT. The apertures in the tie mem 
bers 25 through which the shafts 26 pass are 
‘preferably in the form of elongated slots to per 
mit vertical movements of the cradle as herein 

' after explained. To prevent upward buckling 
or ?exing of the conveyor I6 rearwardly of the 
roll 21 during the passage of a container and 
cap beneath the cradle, each of the tie mem 
bers 25 is provided at its lower edge and on both 
sides with a row of small idler rollers 29 which 
are rotatably mounted upon studs 30 and which 
are preferably arranged in staggered relation 
ship. - 

The hold-down cradle 22 is yieldably urged 
downwardly to exert a clamping pressure on a 
container and its closure during movement past 
the cradle. The inner end of each arm 23 is 
provided with a boss or lug 32 in which is thread 
ed a pin or stud 33 upon which is journalled a 
clevis member 34 which extends through a suit 
able opening in the side wall of the hood I0. 
Each clevis member carries a depending pin or 
rod 35 which extends downwardly through an 
elongated aperture 36 in a boss 31 on the hood ID. 
The lower end of each rod 35 is threaded and 
carries adjusting and locking nuts 38. Each rod 
carries a spring 39 which is interposed between 
the boss 31 and a seat washer 40, which spring 
can be variably loaded by adjustment of the nuts 
33. Since the cradle 22 is yieldable in vertical 
directions, the pressure exerted thereby for any 
given elevation of the conveyor [6 as it passes 
thereunder can be varied to meet sealing require 
ments. 
In order to adjust the elevation of the con 
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veyor It for a given pressure of the hold-down 
cradle 22, a tightener is provided which consists 
of a transverse roller 42 which is joumalled in 
end bearings 43 that are carried by vertical sup 
porting rods 44. The rods 44 extend through 
bosses 45 formed on the hood Ill and carry ad 
justing nuts 48. The pressure of the roller 42 

, against the upper run of the conveyor l8 can be 
adjusted by the nuts 46, which pressure deter 
mines the slack of the conveyor l8 and the ‘ele 
vation to which the ‘hold-down cradle 22 can de 
press the lower run of the conveyor for any given 
setting or loading of the springs 88. 

begins. Thereafter containers, such as those in 
dicated: by the reference numeral 10, having 

_ loosely positioned upon their mouths a skirted 

10 

A pair of parallel pipes orconduits 41 having I 
small ori?ces 48 are secured to the hood In for 
lateral adjustment by means of suitable clamps 
4! so that a cooling medium, such as water, can 
be sprayed against the cap and container as soon 
as the entire cap has been subjected ‘to scaling 
pressure. a 

To elevate or lower the hood I0, together with 
the hereinbefore described parts secured thereto, 
the screws ll extend through suitable apertures 
in the chest I and are provided with rotatable 
nuts 50 that are journalled on the top of the chest 
I. Each nut 50 is provided with a sprocket wheel 

‘ 5| and a hand wheel 52, the sprockets 5-! being 
connected by a chain 53. By turning either 
hand wheel 52, the nuts 58 are rotated relative to 
‘screws H by the sprocket and chain connection, 
whereby the hood‘ I8 is raised or lowered relative 
to 'the conveyor 8 to permit sealing of containers. 
of various heights. 
To drive the conveyors 8 and I8, a motor 54 is 

provided which is suitably coupled to the end 
shaft 5 at the exit end which, by means of the 
sprocket 6', suitably keyed thereto, imparts move 
ment to the conveyor 8. The conveyor I6 is 
driven at a linear speed equal to that of the'con 
veyor 8 by means of suitable gearing which may 
be arranged as shown more or less schematically 
in Figs. 1 and 2. In the arrangement shown, a 
pinion 55 carried exteriorly of the base 3 upon 
the shaft 5 of the exit end meshes with a pinion 
58 carried by a shaft 51 journalled in the base 3 
adjacent the aforesaid shaft 5. A sprocket wheel 
58 is secured to the shaft 51 and is coupled by 
means of a chain 59 to a sprocket wheel 80 car 
ried by the shaft l3, to which motion is imparted. 
An adjustable chain tightener 6|, such as that 
shown schematically in Fig. 1, is provided, so that 
driving connections can be maintained for vari 
ous vertical adjustments of the hood I0. It is 
to be understood that the driving means for the 
conveyors 8 and I6 may consist of any arrange 
ment of parts that will impart equal linear speeds 
thereto. 
Inasmuch as the aforedescribed machine is 

adapted to vacuumize packages presented there 
to at random, it is desirable to provide means for 
centering the containers with respect to the con 
veyors 8 and I6. To accomplish this, a pair of 
laterally spaced guides 61 are adjustably secured 
to vertically adjustable supports 88 carried by 
the base 3. The forward ends .of the guides are 
curved outwardly so as to bring the containers 
into central position on the conveyor 8 as the 
containers are advanced. Furthermore, since 
the condensate of the vacuumizing atmosphere 
and the cooling medium collects in the base 3, it 
is desirable to provide a drain tube 69. 
In the preferred operation of the aforede 

scribed machine super-heated steam is released 
for a short period within the chest I by means 
of the conduits l8 and ori?ces 2| before sealing 
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can ‘II, are placed at random upon the conveyor - 
8 which carries the containers and caps pastthe ' 
guides 61 and into ‘the chest I.‘ Upon entering 
the chest, the containers and closures are sub- . 
jected to the vacuumizing atmosphere, and 
when a container with its cap is carried abreast 
of the ori?ces 2| ofthe conduits l8, as shown in 
Fig. 6, the jets of steam emerging therefrom im 
pinge thereagainst to raise and maintain the cap 
against the conveyor IS. The conveyor I8 is dis 
posed at a predetermined position or level to limit 
upward movement or elevation of‘ the cap so that 

‘ the bottom edge of its skirt 12 will be maintained 
below the horizontal plane of the rim of the con- - 
tainer, as shown ,in Fig. '7. In other words, the 
position of the conveyor I8 is such that. the up 
ward movement permitted the cap is less than 
the depth of the portion of the cap skirt below 
the‘ gasket. Consequently, the cap is maintained 
in'registry with the container while they are 
carried past the conduits l8 with the sealing gas 
ket of the cap out of engagement with the rim 
of the container, whereby the heated gas or vapor 
atmosphere is freely admitted past the skirt'of 
the closure cap to the head space of the partially 
?lled container to effect heating and displace 
ment of at least a sufficient volume of airto in 
sure subatmospheric pressure within the package 
whenv the package is subsequently sealed and 
cooled. ' ' 

As a container with its closure is moved past 
the ends of the rails I‘! the cap is returned to 
seated position upon the container by reason of 
the declination of the conveyor l6 provided by 
the hold-down vcradle 22. As the container and 
the seated cap travel beneath‘ the cradle, the 
pressure thereof against the conveyor I6 forces 
the lip or rim of the container into the sealing 
gasket 13 carried within the cap, as shown in 
‘Fig. 8, and thereby creates an hermetic seal.‘ - 
The yieldability vof the arms 23 and the hold 
down cradle 22 insures the necessary sealing 

‘ pressure, regardless of irregularities of mouth 
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?nish of the container and variations in height, 
without danger of crushing the container or mu 
tilating the cap. ' , 

When the cap and container have been uni 
formly subjected to scaling pressure they have 
reached a position in their progressive movement 
through the chest where both are subjected to 
the cooling medium supplied by means of the 
conduits 41, which are preferably arranged so 
that the cooling of the sealed package begins be 
fore the package moves beyond the. depressed 
portion of the conveyor [6 or, in other words, 
before sealing pressure is removed. The convey 
or 8 thereafter carries the sealed package out of 
the chest where it may be either manually or 
mechanically removed. 

It is apparent from the foregoing description 
of themachine used for the purpose of illustrat 
ing my invention that the vacuumizing opera 
tion performed thereby is both simple and auto 
matic, and that the method is in no way depend- ' 
ent upon transfer of a cap to a container to be 
sealed while subjected to the vacuumizing at 
mosphere. In order to utilize the method and 
apparatus of my invention to their fullest degree 
it is desirable to provide an automatic closure 
cap transfer mechanism, but such association 
forms no part of this invention since the caps 
may be applied to the containers manually. 
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In the apparatus shown in Fig. 9, the ‘struc 

tural arrangement and the mode of operation are 
substantially the same as heretofore describedv in 

‘ connection with the structure of ‘Figs. 1 to 8, but 
instead of employing a hold-down cradle 22, the 
pairs of arms 23a, which are yieldably urged 
downwardly in the same manner as the arms 28, 
are provided with sprocket wheels 15. These 
sprockets engage with the link connections of 
the conveyor Ilia to depress the conveyor and 
effect sealing of the containers and their caps 
as they travel therebeneath. In this case,- how 
ever, the conveyor |6a is maintained under great 
er tension than the conveyor l6. - 
Referring to Figs. 10 to 12, I show another 

form of hood and sealing equipment carried 
thereby which may be employed in a steam chest 
similar to the chest I. In this structure, the hood 
88 is arranged to be adjustably suspended in the 
same manner as the hood l8, and at its for 
ward end carries a pair of laterally spaced rails 
or angle members 8|. that‘are vertically adjust 
able relative to the hood 88 by attaching bolts 
82 extending through supporting straps 83 and 
elongated slots in the side ?anges of the hood, 
as shown in Figs. 10 and- 11. The straps 83 ex 
tend below the rails 8| and support a pair of 
conduits 84 corresponding to the conduits l8. 
The conduits 84 are perforated so that a cap will 
be raised relative to its container by the'streams 
of vapor issuing from the ori?ces. The rails 8| 
limit lifting of the caps so‘ that they are carried 
along by the containers through engagement of 
the skirts of the caps with the rims of the con 
tainers. ' 

Rearwardly of the rails 8| a sealing device is 
provided to force the caps downwardly into seal 
ing engagement with the lip of the containers. 
The sealing device comprises a suitable slat-con 
veyor 85, similar in construction to the conveyor 
l8, running on sprockets 88 and 81 that are 
mounted on suitable shafts journalled in the 
hood 88, the sprocket 81 preferably being driven. 
The lower run of the conveyor 85 passes beneath 
a series of hold-down devices or shoes 88, so as 
to depress the lower run of the conveyor below 
the plane of the rails 8| to effect sealing of con 
tainers as they move past the sealing device. 
Each hold-down device comprises a pair of later 
ally spaced bars 89 beneath which the ends of 
the slats of the conveyor 85 extend. The bars 89 
are secured to legs of a yoke 98 which is slidably 
carried for vertical movements by a pair of straps 
9| that are secured to the side ?anges of the 
hood 88, a suitable connection between the yoke - 
98 and the straps 9| to permit limited movement 
therebetween being in the form of attaching bolts 
92 extending through elongated slots in the legs 
of the yoke 98. A spring 93 is interposed between 
the hood 88 and the yoke 98, an adjusting screw 
94 being provided to vary the loading of the 
spring. ’ 

It will be apparent that the springs 93 serve 
to yieldably urge the yokes 98 and the bars 89 
carried thereby downwardly so as to depress and 
yieldably maintain the conveyor 85 in a position 
to exert sealing pressure on the caps of the con- _ 
tainers. As sealing pressure is applied to the 
caps, coolant is sprayed thereon from a perfo 
rated conduit 95 which is supported above the 
lower run of the conveyor 85 and extends longi 
tudinally thereof in centered position relative to 
the conveyor. 

I claim: 
1. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 

ass-2,170 
the steps which comprise placing a cap on the 
mouth of a, container, effecting displacement of 
said cap relative to the container by projected 
hot vapor, maintaining the displacement of said 
cap by projected vapor to admit said vapor into 
thecontainer, ande?ecting relative movement ' 

_ between said cap and container to reseat the cap. 
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2. In‘ a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise presenting a container 
with a cap seated loosely on the mouth thereof 
to a hot vapor atmosphere, unseating said cap 
by projected hot vapor to admit said vapor into 
the container, and reseating said cap while in 
said vapor atmosphere. . 

_3. The method 01'' vacuum-sealing packages 
which comprises, placing a cap on the mouth of 
a container, e?ecting displacement of said cap 
relative to the container by projected hot vapor, 
maintaining the displacement of said cap by pro 
jected vapor to admit said vapor into the con 
tainer, effecting relative movement between said 
cap and said container to reseat the cap, and 
hermetically sealing the cap on the container im 
mediately after reseating said cap. 

4. The method of vacuum-sealing packages 
which comprises, placing a cap on the mouth of 
a container, eiIecting displacement of said cap 
relative to ‘the container by projected hot vapor, 
maintaining the displacement of said cap by pro 
jected vapor to admit said vapor into the con 
tainer, reseating said cap, applying sealing pres 
sure to the cap and the container, and cooling 
the package to hermetically seal the same. 

5. The method of vacuum-sealing packages 
which comprises, placing a cap on the mouth of 
a container, effecting displacement of said cap 
relative to the container by projected hot vapor, 
maintaining the displacement of said cap by pro 
jected vapor to admit said vapor into the con 
tainer, reseating said cap, applying sealing pres 
sure to the cap and the container, and applying 
a cooling medium to the cap and the container 

- while maintaining said sealing pressure to her 
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‘ metically seal the package. 
> 6. In a, method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise presenting a, container 
with a cap seated loosely on the mouth thereof 
to a hot vapor atmosphere, horizontally moving 
said container and cap progressively through said 
atmosphere, effecting displacement through the 
medium of the hot vapor atmosphere of said cap 
relative to the container during the movement 
of both said cap and container to admit said at 
mosphere into the container, and reseating said 
cap to entrap said admitted atmosphere. 

7. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise presenting a container 
with a cap seated loosely on the mouth thereof 
to a hot vapor atmosphere, horizontally moving 
said container and cap progressively through said 
atmosphere, effecting displacement through the 
medium of the hot vapor atmosphere of said cap 
relative to the container during said movement 
of said cap and container to admit said atmos 
phere into the container, and reseating said cap 
while moving said cap and container in said 
atmosphere. ' 

8. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise presenting a container 
with a skirted cap seated loosely on the mouth 
thereof to a hot vapor atmosphere, horizontally 
moving said container and cap continuously 
through said atmosphere, raising said cap from 
said container through the medium of the hot 
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vapor atmosphere a distance less than the depth 
of the cap skirt during said movement to admit 
said atmosphere ' into said container, and re 
seating said cap to entrap said admitted atmos 
phere. ' - 

9. In a method or vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise continuously moving a‘ 
container with a skirted cap seated loosely on 
the mouth therepf through a‘hot vapor atmos 
phere, raising and maintaining said cap from 
said container a distance less than the depth of 
the cap skirt by projected hot vapor to admit said 
atmosphere, and thereafter reseating said cap 
while in said atmosphere. 

10. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise creating a hot vapor 
atmosphere by discharging streams ‘of hot vapor, 
presenting a container with a cap seated loosely 
on the mouth thereof to said vapor atmosphere, 
progressively moving said container and cap in 
a. path to e?ect impingement of said streams 
thereagainst to raise said cap and admit said 
atmosphere, and reseating said cap while in said 
atmosphere. 

11. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
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the steps which comprise creating a hot vapor - 
atmosphere by discharging upwardly directed 
streams of hot vapor, presenting a container with 
a skirted cap seated loosely on the mouth thereof 
to said atmosphere, continuously moving said 
container and cap in a path to effect impinge 
ment of said streams thereagainst to raise said 
cap, maintaining said cap at a height from said 
container mouth less thanv the depth of the cap 
skirt by said impinging streams to admit said 
atmosphere into the container, and reseating said 
cap while in said atmosphere. 7 

12. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages. 
the steps which comprise creating a hot vapor 
atmosphere by discharging laterally spaced 
streams of hot vapor toward each other, present 
ing a container with a cap seated loosely on the 
mouth thereof to said vapor atmosphere, pro 
gressively moving said container and cap in a 
path to effect impingement of said streams there 
against to raise said cap and admit said atmos 
phere, and reseating said cap while in said at 
mosphere. 

13. The method of vacuum-sealing packages 
which comprises creating a hot vapor atmos 
phere by discharging streams of hot vapor, pre 
senting a container with a skirted cap seated 
loosely on the mouththereof to said vapor at 
mosphere, continuously moving said container 
and cap in a path to effect impingement of said 
streams thereagainst to raise said cap, maintain 
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phere, and hermetically sealing said packages 
during subsequent movement thereof. ' 

15. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, a conveyor 
operable to carry packages comprising a con 
tainer and a cap through a hot vapor atmos 
phere, hot vapor projecting means ‘ directing 
streams of hot vapor between a container and 
its cap to raise said cap from thecontainer by 
the motive force of said streams, and means dis 
posed at' a predetermined ‘position above said 
package, to engage said cap after free elevation 
thereof by said streams of hot vapor. 

16. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, a con 
veyor operable to carry packages comprising a 
container and a skirted cap‘ through a hot vapor 
atmosphere, hot vapor projecting means di 
recting streams of hot vapor between-a con 
tainer and its cap to raise said cap from the 
container by the motive force of said streams,_ 
and means disposed at a predetermined position 
above said package to permit free elevation of 
said cap and subsequently to limit elevation of 
said cap to a distance less than the depth of 
said skirt. 

17. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a conveyor for progressively mov 
ing packages, each comprising a container and 
cap, through a hot vapor atmosphere, hot vapor 
projecting means directing streams of hot vapor 
between the containers and their caps to raise 
the caps by the motive force of said streams and 
maintain them elevated during movement of 
said packages through said streams, means for 
limiting elevation of the caps, and means for 
imparting unitary traveling movement to said 
conveyor and said cap-limiting means. 

18. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a conveyor for progressively mov- > 
ing packages, each comprising a container and 
cap, through a hot vapor atmosphere, hot vapor 

‘ projecting means directing streams of hot vapor 

ing said cap at a height from said container , 
mouth less than the depth of the cap skirt by 
said impinging streams to admit said atmos 
phere, reseating said cap while in said atmos 
phere, and hermetically sealing the cap on the 
CC itainer immediately after reseating said cap. 

14. The method of vacuum-sealing packages 
which comprises progressively and horizontally 
moving a series of packages, each comprising a 
container and a cap, through a hot vapor at 
mosphere, raising the cap relative to the con 
tainer through the medium of the hot vapor at 
mosphere during movement of both said cap 
and container through said atmosphere to ad 
mit said atmosphere into the container, e?ect 
ing relative movement in vertial directions be 
tween each container and its cap during hori 
zontal movement thereof while in said atmos 
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between the containers and their caps to raise 
the caps by the motive force of said streams 
and maintain them elevated during movement 
of said packages through said streams, means 
for limiting elevation of the caps, means for 
imparting unitary traveling movement to said 
conveyor and said cap-limiting means, and means 
cooperating with said cap-limiting means for 
depressing the same toward said conveyor, to 

19. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a conveyor for progressively mov 
ing packages, each comprising a container and 
cap, through a hot vapor atmosphere, hot vapor 
projecting means directing streams of hot vapor 
between the containers and their caps‘lrto raise 
the caps by the motive force of said streams and 
maintain vthem elevated during movement of said 
packages through said streams, means for limit 
ing elevation of the caps, means for imparting 
unitary traveling movement to said conveyor and 
said cap-limiting means, and resilient means co 
operating with said cap-limiting means for yield 
ably depressing the same toward said conveyor, 
to a?lx said caps. 

20. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a conveyor for progressively mov 
ing packages, each comprising a container and 
cap, through a hot vapor atmosphere, means for 
projecting streams of hot vapor against said pack 
ages in a direction to raise the caps and main 
tain them elevated during movement of said 
packages through said atmosphere, means for 
limiting elevation of the caps, means for impart 
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ing unitary traveling movement to said conveyor 
and said cap-limiting means, resilient means oo-. 
operating with-said cap-limiting means for yield 
ably depressng the same toward said conveyor to 
reseat said caps, and means for yieldably main 
taining said cap-limiting means depressed dur 
ing subsequent progressive movement thereof, to 
effect sealing pressure between cap and container. 

21. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a conveyor for progressively mov 
ing packages, each comprising a container and 
cap, through a hot vaporatmosphere, means for 
projecting streams of hot ‘vapor against said 
packages in a direction to raise the caps and 
maintain them elevated during movement of said 
packages through said atmosphere, means for 
limiting elevation of the caps, means for impart-' 
ing unitary traveling movement to said conveyor 
and said cap-limiting means, resilient means co-' 

. operating with said cap-limiting means for yield 
ably depressing the same toward said conveyor to 
reseat said caps, means-for yieldably maintaining 
said cap-limiting means depressed during subse 
quent progressive movement thereof to eifect seal 
ing pressure between cap and container, and 
means for applying a coolant to the packages 
while sealing pressure is maintained between cap 
and container. 

22. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, in combi 
nation, a pair of laterally spaced conduits, means 
operable to progressively move packages, each 
comprising a container and cap, between said 
conduits, said conduits being provided with ori 
?ces arranged to direct streams of hot vapor 
from said conduits between said containers and 
their caps to raise the caps from their containers 
by the motive force of said streams and admit 
hot vapor into said containers during movement 
of the packages, and means disposed above said 
packages in position to control the extent of 
raising movement between cap and container. 

23. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, a conveyor 
operable to carry packages, each comprising a 
container and cap, through a hot vapor atmos 
phere, means provided with ori?ces arranged to 
project streams of hot vapor between a container 
and its cap to raise the cap from the container 
by the motive force of said streams, a second 
conveyor disposed at a predetermined position 
above said packages to engage the caps while 
raised by said streams of hot vapor, and means 
for actuating said conveyors in unison. 1 

24. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, a conveyor 
operable to carry packages, each comprising a 
container and cap, through, a hot vapor atmos 
phere, means for projecting streams of hot va 
por across the path of said packages to raise 
the cap from the container, a second conveyor 
disposed at a predetermined position above said 
packages to engage the caps while raised by said 
streams of hot vapor, means for continuously 
driving said conveyors in unison, and means co 
operating with one of said conveyors at a point 
intermediate the ends thereof, for de?ecting a 
package-engaging portion thereof toward the 
other conveyor. 

25. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, a conveyor 
operable to carry packages, each comprising a 
container and cap, through a hot vapor atmos 
phere, means for projecting streams of hot va 
por across the path of said packages to raise 
the cap from the container, a second conveyor 
disposed at a predetermined position above said 
packages to engage the caps while raised by said 
streams of hot vapor, means for continuously 
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driving said conveyors in unison. means cooper 
ating with said second conveyor at a point inter 
mediate the ends thereof to de?ect the cap-en' 
gaging portion thereof toward the ?rst-named 

5 conveyor, and means for yieldably maintaining 
said de?ected portion of, said second conveyor 
in de?ected position. f 

26. In a vacuum-sealing apparatus, the com 
bination with a pair of conveyors arranged in 
vertically spaced relation, means for continu 
ously driving said conveyors in unison, to ad 
vance packages deposited on the lower conveyor 
forwardly beneath the upper conveyor, said 
packages comprising a container and cap, means 
for maintaining a portion of the lower run of 

, said upper conveyor in parallelism with the lower 
conveyor, means for projecting streams of hot 
vapor toward said containers to elevate their 
caps into engagement with said parallel portion 

20 of the upper conveyor, and means for yleldably 
de?ecting said lower run of the upper conveyor 
at a, point rearwardly of said parallel portion 
thereof, to form a pressure-sealing device for 
said caps and containers. . 

27. The method of sealing a relatively wide 
mouthed, partially ?lled, open-ended receptacle 
which consists in loosely applying a closure to 
the open end of said receptacle, directing a 
stream of hot gas against the underneath side 

30 of said closure to lift the closure from the re 
ceptacle and ?ll the un?lled portion of the re 
ceptacle with hot gas, and moving the closure 
and receptacle into engagement to entrap the 
hot gas therein. , 

28. The method of sealing a relatively wide 
mouthed, partially ?lled, open-ended receptacle 
which consists in loosely applying a closure to 
the open end of said receptacle, directing a stream 
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of hot gas against the underneath side of said' 
40 closure to lift the closure from the receptacle and 

?ll the un?lled portion of the receptacle with 
hot gas, and forcing the closure onto the recep 
tacle to entrap the hot gas therein. 

29. The method of sealing a relatively wide 
mouthed, partially ?lled, open-ended receptacle 
which consists in loosely applying a closure to 
the open end of said receptacle, directing a 
stream of hot gas against the underneath side 
of said closure to lift the closure from the re 
ceptacle and ?ll the un?lled portion of the re 
ceptacle with hot gas, forcing the closure onto 
the receptacle to entrap the hot gas therein, and 
applying a ‘cooling medium to the closure to con 
duct away the heat of the entrapped gas. 

‘30. The method of sealing a relatively wide 
mouthed, partially ?lled, open-ended receptacle 
which consists in loosely applying a closure to the 
open end of said receptacle, directing a series of 
opposed jets of steam against the underneath 
side of said closure to lift the closure bodily 
from the receptacle and ?ll the un?lled portion 
of the receptacle with steam, forcing the closure 
onto the receptacle and applying a cooling me 
dium to the closure to condense the entrapped 
steam. 

31. A method of closing and sealing open 
mouthed containers with skirted caps adapted 
to extend downwardly over the upper edges 01' 
said containers, which comprises moving said 
containers which have caps loosely positioned on 
the upper edges thereof, lifting each cap from the 
upper edge of each container but with its skirt 
extending downwardly beyond the upper edge of 
the container to serve as a chamber for receiv 
ing steam which will retain the steam during 
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movement of the container and simultaneously 
injecting steam beneath the cap during move 
ment of the container, and sealing the cap on 
the container. 

32. Apparatus of the type described compris 
ing a continuously moving conveyor for support 
ing the containers, means for continuously mov 
ing the conveyor, sealing means associated with 
the conveyor for forcing skirted caps previously 
applied to containers into sealing engagement 
therewith, steam supply means for causing the 
caps to be raised from the containers solely by 
elastic ?uid pressure and for projecting steam 
into the containers while the caps are raised, 
means for moving a part of the sealing means 
relative to the containers in such a manner that 
it will force the caps into sealing engagement with 
the containers during their movement with the 
conveyor, and means associated with said seal 
ing means for limiting the upward movement of 
said caps to a distance less than the depth of said 
skirt. 

33. In a method of vacuum-sealing packages, 
the steps which comprise continuously moving a 
container with a skirted cap seated loosely on the 
mouth thereof through a hot vapor atmosphere, 
raising and maintaining said cap from said con 
tainer a distance less than the depth of the cap 
skirt solely by elastic ?uid pressure to admit said 
atmosphere, and thereafter a?lxing said cap to 
said container while in said atmosphere. 

34. Apparatus of the type described compris 
ing a continuously moving conveyor for support 
ing the containers, means for continuously mov 
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7 
ing the conveyor, sealing means associated with 
the conveyor for forcing caps previously applied 
to containers into sealing engagement therewith, 
steam supply means for causing the caps to be 
raised from the containers solely by elastic ?uid 
pressure and for projecting steam into the con 
tainers while the caps are raised, and means 
for. moving a part of the sealing means relative 
to the containers in such a manner that it will 
force the caps into sealing engagement with the 
containers during their movement with the con 
veyor. 

35. A method of closing and sealing open 
mouth containers which have been previously 
?lled with material which comprises loosely po 
sitioning a skirted closure upon the open mouth 
of the container, moving the container into as 
sociation with a steam jet which will lift the clo 
sure from the mouth of the container and will 
simultaneously inject steam into the. upper end 
of the container and then sealing the closure 
member upon the container. _ ' 

r 36. A method of closing and sealing contain. 
ers having open upper ends which comprises 
loosely positioning a skirted closure upon the 
open end of each or said containers, successively 
and progressively presenting said containers to 
steam jets which lift the closures from the upper 
ends of the containers and force steam into said 
upper ends, and successively and progressively 
forcing the closures downwardly onto the con 
tainers in sealing engagement therewith. 

ROY M. WAREHAM. 
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